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Public acceptance of nuclear energy
and the role of radioactive waste
Public acceptance is one of the most important factors
influencing current nuclear power development. The
goal of nuclear PR is:
 to prevent the spread of fear, and
 to give a qualified answer to public on two basic
questions that have been selected as the most
important ones:
safety assurance (active and passive safety systems and
measures), including radiation safety and protection

radioactive waste disposal
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Story of radioactive waste
management
Development of nuclear power is vitally linked to
radioactive waste management
Since the early beginning of the development of
nuclear power, the safe management of radioactive
waste has been a priority – final disposal solutions
have become part of the technological development
of nuclear power
It was not usual – such strong interest in the solution
of the „end of the life cycle“
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Story of radioactive waste
management
During the „golden era“ of the nuclear power
development (about 300 reactors commissioned within
one decade – late seventies and eighties), a system of the
RAW management was approved and suggested
fission reaction:

fission products (unstable radionuclides emitting radiation) – hazardous
material – its radiation gradually decays – after tens of thousands of years
becomes harmless
It is the responsibility of nuclear industry to isolate waste safely and for the
sufficiently long time to exclude any significant harm to the mankind and
its environment
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Story of radioactive waste
management - solution
Swedish SKB presented in the early eighties a simple,
but robust and perfect concept of three protective
barriers for RAW final disposal

source: SKB
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Swedish concept of „three
barriers“
Swedish concept is based on three barriers:
copper canister in which fuel rods are encapsulated –
engineering barrier
bentonite clay – protects the canister against water
penetration – engineering barrier
impermeable bedrock as the host space for deep
geological repository – natural barrier

Swedish concept of „three barriers“ has
become the basis for all other solutions allover the „nuclear“ world
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Social and political framework
System was accepted as satisfactory also
by the public, especially due to good PR
The Swedes are currently starting the deep repository
construction. Suprisingly the drawings of „three
barriers“ are almost identical to those from early
1980s, when the concept was first conceived. That is
to say – the original concept was excelent, and it is
excelent even now.
We can call to mind the first flight of the legendary
Boeing 747 – February 1969 – and it is still the best.
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Social and political framework
Simple and safe solution and positive public
perception of the radioactive waste management
caused, on the other hand, the loss of alertness from
the side of nuclear community.
Now the nuclear community is facing the resistance
caused by the negative public mood, NIMBY effect
and also by the qualification of politicians –
everywhere (and mainly in the European Parliament)
the majority of politicians have human sciences
education.
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Fake news or lies?
Nowadays the public and politicians submit and
permanently repeat the statement: ‘You have to
solve the RAW disposal prior to the launching of the
new nuclear builds‘
What do we undoubtably know? The problem is
solved – such statement is based on ‘fake news or
lies‘
But really we have the problem – we need to
convince them of our truth, and overcome the fear –
the fear generated and supported by anti-nuclear
activists
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Communication with the public and
politicians – extremely sensitive matter
Due to the lack of attention in the past, our current
position in communication is bad – we need to act
very frankly and with high empathy
After a some discussions with public and politicians
we selected the interpretation of the ‘Oklo
phenomenon‘ as a very useful tool, and we can state
the conclusion:
 The description of the processes in the deep past,
the logic interpretation and number of scientific
evidence allow to achieve confidence in the
reliability of the accepted system of RAW disposal
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Radioactive waste disposal and
Oklo phenomenon
 natural nuclear
reactor worked in
Oklo mine (Gabon)
2 000 000 000 years
ago

 proof of possibility
to manage all
radioactive waste
without any impact
on mankind and its
environment
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Natural analog of deep geological
repository of HLRW
comparison of
the Oklo natural
nuclear reactor
with the threebarrier concept
of deep
geological
repository of
spent fuel and
high level
radioactive waste

RAW deep
repository

Oklo mine
in past
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Oklo phenomenon - impact
zero impact on surrounding environment, even
considering the fact of very favorable condition for
radionuclide migration

water

fission products of highest rate migration – tens to hundred meters
more soluble fission products – about ten meters
slowly moving fission products – a few meters
uranium ore
reactor
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Understanding the Oklo
phenomenon
Contribution of the Oklo phenomenon to the
public acceptance of nuclear power is hidden in
the fact, that the evidence of zero impact on the
environment and human life is given by the
NATURE.
Nature has given us the best proof – even
without any technical barriers and in a migrationfriendly environment, there has been no harm to
humans and their environment.
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Lessons learned
SUCH EVIDENCE IS INDISPUTABLE – SAFE
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL IS NOT A
MATTER OF BELIEF, IT SIMPLY IS THE TRUTH
And finally, the associated finding is that nuclear reactor
is not an invention (product of human skills), but the
discovery of the process, which exists in the nature
without the human contribution.

IT SERIOUSLY STRENGTHENS THE POSITIVE
PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF NUCLEAR POWER
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Thank you for your attention

Jiří Marek
jiri.marek@jmm.cz
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